In order to deduce the experimental beam conditions from the observed x-ray line emission spectrum of high Z elements, atomic radiative data for transition energies and oscillator strengths, ion-atom impact ionization cross sections, Coster-Kronig yields, and fluorescence yield are needed. In this paper, we report on calculations to study the dependence of these atomic data on ionization stage. It has been found that proton impact ionization cross sections decrease slowly with increasing ionization stage, and the fluorescence yields have discrete jumps when the dominant Auger, Coster-Kronig transitions become energetically forbidden. Our study indicates that thermal ionization effects are not important for the dominant K, L and M line emissions for plasmas with T e ∼ 10 2 eV.
Introduction
The x-ray line emission from ion beam induced, inner-shell transitions of high Z elements can be used to diagnose experimental ion beam conditions. The measurement of the intensity ratio of two different emission lines allows one to determine the beam energy provided the x-ray production cross sections for the transitions of interest are known. Theoretically, the x-ray production cross sections can be deduced from ion impact ionization cross sections, radiative transition rates, Coster-Kronig yields and fluorescence yields. The methods for the calculations of these basic atomic data have been well developed and documented 1−4 and many atomic data tables are readily available. 
Calculations and Discussions
We have used Grant's MCDF program package 1 to calculate the atomic energy levels and radiative transition rates for the inner-shell emission lines of Au. This program enables one to carry out relativistic calculations with the inclusion of transverse (Breit) interaction and QED (self-energy, and vacuum polarization) corrections, which are thought to be essential to inner-shell transitions in heavy elements. The dominant radiative transitions for Au +0 , Au +19 and Au +62 with K, L, and M shell vacancies are listed in Table I along with the corresponding radiative transition rates. It can be seen that the radiative transition rates change only a few percent from neutral atom to very highly ionized ions. This is because the modifications of inner-shell orbitals by the thermal ionization of outer shell electrons is very small. 
and
where x k is a coefficient related to the angular momentum coupling and R k (r) is the radial integral. It is easy to see that Auger and Coster-Kronig rates can only be related to the ionization state of ions through the radial integrals. Since the wavefunctions of inner shell electrons will not be sensitive to the ionization states, it can be expected that
Auger and Coster-Kronig rates are not sensitive to the ionization states. In Table II we present the dominant Auger rates of L 2,3 vacancy for ions in several different ionization stages. The change of the Auger rates with ionization states is about ten percent so long as the transitions are energetically allowed.
The fluorescence yield for a specific transition ω(i → j) is defined as follows 11 :
where Γ A , Γ CK and Γ R are the total Auger, total Coster-Kronig, and total radiative rate, respectively. We have seen that the radiative rate, Auger rate and Coster-Kronig rate for a specific inner-shell transition are not sensitive to the ionization stage. However, fluorescence yields are related to the total Auger and Coster-Kronig rates, and the Auger and Coster-Kronig transitions are subjected to the restriction of being energeti- the decrease in proton impact ionization cross sections for L and M shells is about the same. Hence the net effect on the ratio of the two bands tends to be small.
Summary
We have studied the ionization state dependence of basic atomic data which are often used in deducing x-ray production cross sections by light-ion impact. The conclusions of this investigation are:
• The radiative rate, Auger rate and Coster-Kronig rate for a specific inner shell transition are not sensitive to the ionization stage.
• The fluorescence yield varies slowly with increasing ionization stage before the dominant Auger and Coster-Kronig transitions become energetically forbidden. Significant changes in fluorescence yields occur only for L 1 and M 3 subshells which are related to relatively weak emission lines.
• The ion impact ionization cross sections decrease slowly as the ionization stage increases.
Under current experimental conditions for ion beam-target interaction experiments, the plasma temperature is expected to be ∼ 10 2 eV. In this temperature regime, the average ionization degree of a Au plasma is about 10 to 15. Our calculations suggest that thermal ionization effects will not significantly affect x-ray production cross sections.
